
  
  

Commercial   Operations   Intern   (Spring/Summer   2021)   
  

Birmingham,   AL     
  

Fledging   is   on   a   mission   to   provide   premium   electronics   for   everyone,   starting   with   storage   
products.   We   firmly   believe   that   customer   satisfaction   is   the   best   path   to   achieve   our   mission   
and   our   products   have   served   customers   worldwide.   We   are   based   in   Birmingham,   AL,   and   are   
always   looking   for   hard-working   people   to   add   to   our   team!   Learn   more   at   www.fledging.net.   
Take   flight!   
  

CORE   VALUES   
1. Innovate   what   people   love   
2. Treat   others   how   they   want   to   be   treated   
3. Be   excellent   to   each   other   
4. Get   the   right   stuff   done,   now   

  
THE   OPPORTUNITY   

  
We   are   looking   for   a   seasonal   intern   to   join   our   growing   Commercial   Operations   team.   With   the  
market   changing   as   rapidly   as   it   is,   our   need   for   fast-learning,   adaptable   team   members   grows   
right   along   with   it.   As   a   Commercial   Operations   Intern   you’ll   have   the   opportunity   to   learn   
firsthand   about   the   secrets   to   a   good   Customer   Success   strategy;   eCommerce   management,   
the   inner   workings   of   a   start-up;   and   much,   much   more!   This   role   is   highly   flexible   and   will   
feature   a   rotating   schedule   of   responsibilities   and   learning   opportunities.   You’ll   work   closely   with   
our   entire   Commercial   Operations   team,   but   primarily   our   Customer   Success   and   eCommerce   
teams.   This   means   you’ll   be   directly   supporting   our   customers   and   directly   supporting   our   
revenue.   We   are   looking   for   individuals   who   are   eager   to   learn,   highly   empathetic,   and   strongly   
self-motivated.   
  

This   role   will   be   a   remote   friendly   role,   but   being   able   to   come   into   our   office   when   needed   
would   be   considered   a   plus.   When   entering   the   office,   we   will   provide   PPE   as   needed   and   work   
with   you   to   make   sure   you   feel   safe   and   comfortable.   
  

   



  
WHAT   TO   EXPECT   

  
● Complete   our   onboarding   program   to   get   introduced   to   what   it’s   like   to   work   at   a   startup.   
● Build   relationships   with   a   hard-working   startup   team   passionate   about   hardware   and   

helping   you   achieve   your   personal   and   professional   goals.   
● Learn   a   wide   range   of   valuable   business   skills   by   working   with   multiple   teams   on   a   

portfolio   of   projects.   
● Identify   areas   for   process   optimization   and   work   to   see   your   ideas   realized.   

  
APPLICATION   INSTRUCTIONS   
Send   all   of   the   following   items   to    hr@fledging.net    using   the   subject   line   “ Your   Name    -   Fledging   
Spring/Summer   2021   Commercial   Operations   Intern”.   Incomplete   applications    will   not    be   
considered.   

1. Three   references   with   email   addresses   and   phone   numbers.   
2. A   PDF   copy   of   your   resume.  
3. A   short   story   telling   us   about   who   you   are,   what   makes   you   a   unique   human,   and   why   

you’re   interested   in/a   good   fit   for   the   role.   
  

Initial   compensation   will   be   at   $10   an   hour,   with   a   minimum   of   15-20   hours   a   week,   plus   
performance-based   incentives   and   bonuses.   A   flexible   schedule,   an   energetic   attitude,   and   a   
desire   to   learn   are   a   plus!   Fledging   is   always   looking   to   transition   hard-working   hires   to   a   full   
time   position.   
  

IS   THIS   ROLE   NOT   AN   EXACT   FIT?   
You   can   always   send   us   an   email   at   hr@fledging.net   to   stay   in   touch.   We’ll   let   you   know   when   
we   have   new   positions   on   our   team!   
  

If   you   aren’t   sure   that   you’re   100%   qualified,   but   are   up   for   the   challenge   -   we   want   you   to   apply!   
  

FLEDGING   IS   PROUD   TO   BE   AN   EQUAL   OPPORTUNITY   EMPLOYER   
  

We   are   committed   to   equal   opportunity   regardless   of   race,   ethnicity,   ancestry,   religion,   gender,   
gender   identity,   sexual   orientation,   genetic   information,   parental   or   pregnancy   status,   nationality,   
age,   disability,   citizenship   status,   marital   status,   or   veteran   status.   
  
  

mailto:hr@fledging.net

